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Concealed Arms  UNITRON® II   Features
JOSAM concealed arm Lavatory Carriers secure and support lavatories by means of cast iron arms with leveling and securing devices. By
virtue of their design, they accommodate all types of lavatories punched for concealed arms. The cast iron arms are furnished as standard
in three different lengths. The leveling and securing methods are the same for each arm length. After the carrier is installed and the walls
completed, the sleeve and arm assembly is adjusted and installation of the lavatory is made by sliding it over the arms, leveling it through
the access holes provided and then securely locking it in place with the LAVALOC® Securing Device.

HEAVY-DUTY INVERTIBLE 
HEADERS
The heavy-duty cast iron 
invertible headers supplied with
JOSAM floor-mounted carriers
can be installed as shown or
inverted and installed on the 
outside of the upright. The tie
rod is secured in place against
the upright by the header,
eliminating need for set screws.

HEAVY-DUTY WELDED FEET
The rectangular structural steel uprights are furnished with 
welded feet designed for use in today’s modern drywall 
construction. They must be bolted to the floor. Recommend 1/2”
bolts by others.

RECTANGULAR STRUCTURAL
UPRIGHTS
Josam has selected heavy-duty
structural steel uprights as the
standard for floor-mounted 
carriers. These uprights are 
narrow, for use in drywall 
construction, yet will support
more weight than the round 
tubular uprights.

Today’s thin-wall construction demands that the carrier support the fixture completely independent of the wall construction, whether it is a 
lavatory, sink, urinal or water cooler. Due to the rectangular structural shape of the uprights and the welded feet, deflection is kept to a minimum,
protecting the fixtures as well as the finished wall surface, thus eliminating the need for any alternate steadying methods. It is recommended, with 
all JOSAM carriers, that the feet be securely bolted to the floor for proper support. Rectangular structural uprights with welded feet are furnished
with all floor-mounted JOSAM concealed, exposed arm or plate type carriers as standard, therefore there is no additional charge for this feature.

17100 SERIES CONCEALED ARM LAVATORY CARRIER SHOWN 
SUPPORTING A 300 POUND LOAD ON A WHEELCHAIR LAVATORY

Standard Plate Features
JOSAM, after testing and studying
many alternates for plate type carriers,
has designed and developed a 
standard hanger support and bearing
plate, that can accommodate more
than 300 various fixtures.

A complete, easy to use "Standard
Plate Application Manual" is included
with every carrier. This manual gives
the various plate dimensions required
for a complete installation.

STANDARD PLATE
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